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Maoloud Dabab, Charles Weber
Dept. of Engineering and Technology Management, Portland State University, Portland, OR - USA
Abstract—Papers addressing the Dynamic Capability (DC)
approach either support it as the best strategy or express its
defects and impediments to implementation. However, this paper
aims to promote the DC through the means of digital
transformation from the angle of Business Intelligence and Data
Analytics (BIDA). This article employs the logic of matching the
essential components of the DC and BIDA to verify the extent of
their conformity. A literature review methodology has been
adopted since there are a considerable number of publications
that focus on DC and BIDA. This paper posits that the main
components of DC are sensing and exploring changes, seizing
opportunities,
and
managing
reconfiguration
and
transformation. Whereas, the features of knowledge discovery,
decision support, predicting changes and risks are related to the
BIDA. Additionally, this study found that the BIDA has a
significant positive effect on the DC and helps to achieve a
competitive advantage. By drawing the connection and
demonstrating the impact of the essential elements of DC and
BIDA, this article shows the vital framework of how the BIDA
supports the DC. Finally, some limitations and gaps that provide
suggestions for future research in this area are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Having a sound business strategy is vital to surviving in a
competitive market, and many strategic approaches might help
companies achieve the competitive advantage. However,
companies should think about the components that help them
to be decisive and the activities that are required of the firm’s
management if the company is to sustain itself as markets and
technologies change. In the strategic world, managers always
try to figure out many questions: How do businesses become
great; how do the firms achieve their competitive advantage;
what causes them to fail utterly and how to build a competitive
advantage; and how do the companies administer a new
strategy. Two of the most critical questions are: What elements
determine the power of nations and the competitive advantage
of businesses, and how do companies get to differentiate and to
become better than the average? In order to answer the
questions, this paper tries to find the most important strategy to
achieve the competitive advantage.
Today, firms need to create differentiation uniqueness and
achieve a competitive advantage by being different from

everybody else, and since everybody has access to almost the
same technologies, the extraordinary companies master
building their tangible and intangible assets. Additionally, to
sustain the competitive advantage, firms need to renew their
stock of valuable resources as their external environment
changes [1]. Teece and Pisano were one of the first researchers
who wrote about the concepts of DC, which they defined as
“the firm’s ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal
and external competencies to address rapidly changing
environments” [2]. Thus, Teece explained how firms could
create value, and the DC framework goes beyond traditional
approaches to understanding competitive advantage [3].
Additionally, Winter mentioned that "The concept of dynamic
capability is a helpful addition to the toolkit of strategic
analysis" [4].
In the organization management hierarchy, strategic
management is on top followed by tactical and operations
management. Successful strategic management is built on the
right planning and decision-making of operational and tactical
management. In order for this to happen, integration of
Business Intelligence (BI) tools at all levels of management has
to exist at all levels, and that is what formulates business
performance
management.
“Business
performance
management (BPM) is a key business initiative that enables
companies to align strategic and operational objectives with
business activities in order to fully manage performance
through better-informed decision-making and action. Effective
business performance requires an organization to model and
monitor not only its tactics but also its strategies and the
assumption on which these strategies are built.” [5].
Furthermore, data that is generated is increasing, and
companies are competing to obtain and use a massive amount
of data to be the leader in the market. Leveraging Big Data
initiatives and Data Analytics to develop and sustain
competitive advantage is a meaningful way that many
companies try to achieve the highest efficiency [6] [7] [8] [9].
There are several ways that businesses can leverage their
collected data when using it with BI technologies. This
leveraging can be used to deliver significant marketing
campaigns, customer-based promotions, and utilization in
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manufacturing and supply chain management as an aggressive
asset resource [10]. In dynamic and turbulent environments,
big data and business analytics is the primary source of a
competitive edge for companies and reinforces their DC [11].
In other words, implementing big data analytics within a
business strategy is one of the possibilities that helps to guide
the understanding the internal and external enablers and
inhibitors of DC. This leads to a sustained competitive
advantage, which is the most crucial point that most firms try
to achieve.
This paper aims to explore the Dynamic Capability
Strategy surrounding the concept of Business Intelligence and
Data Analytics. The rest of this article is organized as follows:
Section 1, we start by addressing the historic changing of the
concept for DC since the idea emerged from David Teece in
1990. Also, the capability elements will be explained for
clarification. In Section 2, we describe why we focus on the
concept of BIDA and what makes us think about connecting
the two terms. In Section 3, we highlight the critical
components of DC and BIDA. In Section 4, these elements are
combined in the initially suggested framework. In Section 5,
we identified some limitations that will lead to future research.
The key points are displayed in Section 6 through showing the
significance of the study, demonstrating the importance of our
ideas, and introducing the finding.
II. THE RESEARCH QUESTION
With regard to Winter’s concern about how companies are
using strategic analysis in a particular competitive context [12],
in this paper we focus on analyzing BIDA In the era of Big
Data, people argue that using BIDA can help to revolutionize
the art of management. The resulting benefit will be a veritable
source of competitive advantage as it allows firms to gain a
superior understanding of their business in rapidly changing
environments, which leads to improving their products and
services accordingly. A specific question to ask is, does the
Business Intelligent and Data Analytics (BIDA) aspect help to
achieve the competitive advantage, or what is known as the
Dynamic Capability (DC) concepts?
III. THE HISTORY OF DYNAMIC CAPABILITY OF USE
Throughout the years, many strategy scholars continue to
argue about the concept of dynamic capabilities and its value.
The first contribution to DC theory was in 1990 when Teece,
D.J., Pisano, G. & Shuen, A. explained DC concept as the
firm’s ability to integrate, build, and configure internal and
external competencies to address expeditiously changing
environment [13]. This working paper interpreted that DC
theory was a focus on how the organization can improve its

valuable resources over time through a value-creating process.
Teece and Pisano kept working on and developing the explicit
notion of DC, and they offered DC as an emerging paradigm
[14]. They emphasized more division of the competencies and
capabilities that allow firms to create new products and
processes in order to respond to changing market
circumstances efficiently. In 1997, Teece and his team
demonstrated how a DC perspective focuses on the capacity an
organization has to create new resources, and to renew or alter
its resource mix within a rapidly changing environment. In
other words, they highlighted the fact that DC is the firm’s
ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external
competencies to address rapidly changing environments [2].
Eisenhardt and Martin delved into DC concepts, and more
generally the resource-based view (RBV). They argued that
DC concepts dwell in the firm’s processes that use resources,
more specifically the identifiable processes to integrate,
reconfigure, gain, and release resources such as product
development and strategic decision-making. Additionally, the
DC are the organizational and strategic routines by which firms
achieve new resource configurations as markets [15]. In the
same year, Teece published his article that emphasized
knowledge assets and how to use them. He said "Dynamic
capabilities will become more critical as the advantage from
intellectual property weakens" as well as "Learning is key to
staying competitive" [16]. In other words, the DC is the ability
to sense and then shape the opportunities proficiently, and the
competitive advantage relies on the creation and exploitation of
non-tradable assets such as actions or processes. In 2002, Zollo
and Winter argued that DC is shaped and influenced by the
evolution of learning mechanisms in the organization [17].
Therefore, DC is a cultured and stabilized pattern of collective
activities that the organization systematically generated, and
then adjusted its operating routines in the follow-up of
improved effectiveness. Thus, they highlighted that firms adopt
a mix of learning behaviors constituted by two main factors,
which are deliberate investments in knowledge and activities
and a partially automatic accumulation of experience.
In 2003, Winter argued that companies can accomplish
change without dependence on DC approach in some
processes. Therefore, he specified DC as those that operate to
extend, modify, or create ordinary capabilities or “zero-level”
capabilities in the short term [12]. Zahra, Sapienza, &
Davidsson offered a new definition of DC, which are the
abilities to reconfigure a firm’s resources and routines in the
manner envisioned and deemed appropriate by its principal
decision makers [18]. Additionally, they discussed more
widely the relationship between substantive capabilities and
DC, and how to become less extreme by organizational

knowledge and skills since that might affect the likely value of
DC. Finally, they proposed a model of the various activities
associated with the creation of DC, and how they might
influence a company’s performance.
Later, Teece added another requirement to maintain DC,
which is entrepreneurial management. Entrepreneurial
management helps to sense and understand opportunities as
well as detect new and better ways of putting things together
[3]. As a result, he separated the concept into its three parts,
which are sensing and shaping opportunities and threats,
seizing them, and reconfiguring the business enterprise’s
intangible and tangible assets. The reason behind this is that he
found that there is a rapid technological change that influences
the open economies. In a significant contribution to DC
research, the leading scholars in this field published a book,
where their perspectives and knowledge base provided more
details to answer most of the remaining questions about DC.
They offered a new definition "The capacity of an organization
to purposefully create, extend, or modify its resource base"
[19]. As a result, many of the critical features of DC were
captured. In recent years, Teece settled on a comprehensive
definition of DC, which is that there are higher-level
competencies that determine the firm’s ability to integrate,
build,
and
reconfigure
internal
and
external
resources/competencies to address, and possibly shape, rapidly
changing business environments" [20] [21]. The explanation
gave a solid foundation for the DC concept to build
frameworks. For instance, Pitelis and Teece addressed an
integrated framework that developed an entrepreneurial and
DC of the multinational enterprise [21]. This work aimed to
determine a firm-level sustained competitive advantage to
sustain superior enterprise performance.
IV. THE CAPABILITY ELEMENTS
One of the conventional definitions of capability that the
literature referred to as "a set of activities the firm performs in
a semi-routinized fashion to enable a particular set of tasks to
be accomplished" [22]. For a forward-looking perspective,
companies need to highlight these activities. Eisenhardt and
Martin highlighted that it is easy to find the main
characteristics of DC within firms, and they explained the
nature of “commonalities in key features” [15]. More
specifically, Wang and Ahmed established highlighting the
main components, and they stressed adaptive capability,
absorptive capability, and innovative capability [23]. These
components can be the essential starting point to guide firms to
integrate, reconfigure, and transform their resources and
capabilities in line with external environment changes.

A.

Adaptive Capabilities:
The main idea behind adaptive capability is how firms can
recognize the surrounding opportunities and capitalize on
emerging opportunities [24] [25]. In other words, adaptive
capability draws on a firm’s ability to adapt and align its
resources with environmental changes [26]. This concept is in
line with the finding of several empirical studies that found that
the capability of response to environment and the alignment of
internal resources with external demand is crucial to firm
evolution and survival [27] [28] [29]. Moreover, Oktemgil and
Gordon connected the definition of adaptive capabilities to the
market since they indicated the four main abilities, which are
adapting product-market scope; scanning the market;
monitoring customers and competitors;, and responding to
changing the market environment [30].
B. Absorptive Capabilities:
The essential idea with absorptive capability is to connect
how firms can acquire and integrate the external knowledge
with internal knowledge. This ability helps to create new
knowledge, which is an important factor of DC [31] [32] [33].
Furthermore, we can relate the definition of absorptive
capability to these quotations “the ability of a firm to recognize
the value of new, external information, assimilate it, and apply
it to commercial ends", "the ability to evaluate and utilize
outside knowledge is largely a function of the level of prior
knowledge”. [34]. Absorptive capacity is critical for learning
processes from other industries such as those which are taking
place in development. [26].
C. Innovative Capabilities:
Innovative capability should mainly fit into the firm’s
ability to develop new actions out of stratifying strategic
innovative orientation with creative behaviors [35]. These
activities are outlined by creating or developing new products,
services, methods, identifying new markets, and seeking
unusual and novel solutions [36] [37]. In terms of
observational study, in 2012 a study found that it is crucial to
that modern startup companies adopt the concept of innovation
capability to create value in the market. Additionally, the
undertaking by firms to produce new products and processes
exhibits creative ability, and they should fully enforce the
concept of innovative capability [26].
V. WHY BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE AND DATA ANALYTICS
We are entering into the big data era. New high-tech
devices are introduced every day. The amount of data
collected has increased by ten times every five years. There
are many new types of data that we didn’t see five years ago,
such as enhanced sensor data (RFID tags, the location from
GPS devices), social media data (Facebook, Twitter,

LinkedIn, etc.), and an increase in other public or government
data. Therefore, industries are being injected with many new
players, massive amounts of capital, and new exotic
technology, and that is not all. It is obvious what the superior
business model will look like for this next period. In order to
develop the critical insights for decision-making and to build a
high level of capabilities that can be converted to a decisive
competitive advantage, managers should embrace the notion
of business intelligence and analytics. This means that to be a
leader in the market companies must realize the significance
of the role of Big Data (BD) and Data Analytics (DA) in
decision making and the outcome from the decisions made.
The world is linked together, and customers’ preferences
change constantly. Therefore, different communication
channels can be checked, and tracking specific profiles or
decision makers’ behavior can be tracked and monitored [38].
Additionally, firms are rightly seeing data as assets that they
are underwriting. Therefore, they seek to take advantage of
this situation to get the maximum payoff for their investments.
Thus, due to the changing nature of the external environment,
we need to make some internal adjustment in order keep the
business. Although most organizations understand that if they
can capture the data that streams around their field they can
improve their activities, the Big Data Analytics helps
organizations harness their data and use it more strategically.
The most significant reason to focus on Big Data and Data
Analytics is the radical shift in a business context that has
generated the necessity for a faster deployment of a digital
transformation strategy. Also, a large number of firms and
organizations are still in the early stages of evolving strategies
and governance processes to leverage the new capabilities of
Big Data and Business Analytics [39].
VI. BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE AND DATA ANALYTICS
Throughout the years, the concepts of data, which describe
the datasets and analytical techniques in applications, were
developed from artificial data intelligence in the 1950s, and
then to Business Intelligence within the business and IT
communities in the 1990s. In the late 2000s, business analytics
was introduced to serve as a key analytic component in
Business Intelligence. Recently, Big Data Analytics has been
used as a common term regarding data storage, management,
analysis, and visualization technologies [40]. On the one hand,
experts provided more definition and explanation about the
term “intelligence”. It consists firstly as the human
intelligence scope, which is enforced in business affairs or
activities and is related to the investigation of applications and
the management of business problems that supports the
decision-making. The secondly the term “intelligence”

consists of information intelligence. The importance and value
of information intelligence, is a result of efficiently combined
technologies and applications concerned with gathering,
facilitating access to, and analyzing data to help business users
to make better business-related decisions [41]. In general
terms, the support of Business Intelligence to strategic
management is that will give a clear path of planning and
execution of business objectives based on planning and
budgeting and at the same monitoring the performance of all
lower levels. Finally, the literature shows that many terms
refer to Business Intelligence and Data Analytics:
A. Business Intelligence Analytics (BI&A):
The BI&A was developed in three stages. It started with
BI&A 1.0 initiatives, which are described as a data-centric
approach since companies launch to gain critical insights from
the structured data collected through various legacy systems.
They are also referred to as Business Intelligence and
Reporting. Changes were then motivated by developments in
web technologies, web intelligence, web analytics, and social
media, which led to a new and exciting era of BI&A 2.0, or
Big Data Analytics. Finally, with The Internet of Things (IoT)
emerging and BI&A 2.0 still maturing, BI&A 3.0, will be
replaced with the uncertainty of technologies and large data
collected from multiple devices and objects [40].
B. Big Data:
Big data does not have a single agreed-upon definition in
the literature, but in some articles, it is characterized by its
volume, velocity, variety, variability, and complexity [42]. In
other models, the characteristics are related mainly to volume,
variety, and velocity. Recently, three characteristics have been
introduced: Variability (complexity), value, and veracity [43].
However, in terms of Big Data (BD), many articles discuss the
importance of leveraging business value from the big data
concept in the emergency service environments and complex
enterprise. In fact, Big Data has significant roles in improving
the decision-making process within organizations [44].
Additionally, one of the studies found that Big Data provides
deeper insights into achieving business value through Big Data
strategy and implementation. The authors pointed out that
organizational performance is inextricably interlinked with
these insights, which help to ensure the competitive advantage
and business results in the marketplace [44][62]. Data analysis
using Big Data deals with the issue of different types of data
such as structured, semi-structured, and unstructured. BD also
deals with the larger amount of data that is produced from
unlimited data sources, the qualities, different tools, and
methods, as well as how can BD extract more useful
information for the decision makers.

C. Internet of Things (IoT):
Over the last few years, the rapid expansion of the Internet
of Things (IoT) has introduced internet-connected devices into
homes and businesses around the world, such as wireless
media players, thermostats, and sensors. All of which can be
controlled wirelessly via phones, computers, microphones
(e.g., Amazon Echo or Google Home), and other inputs.
Within dynamic and competitive environments, recent research
found that IoT supports the productivity of business processes
with regards to building dynamic data and information
processing capabilities, and enhancing organizational and
operational agility [45]. We can conclude that the IoT is an
intelligent connection among all machines through the internet.
Machines are controlling each other, and could be minimizing
the influence of human reactions in making decisions or
actions that result in the improvement of quality of life and
productivity.
D. Data Analytics and Methods:
Companies are starting to implement data analytics through
collecting, storing, managing, and analyzing large datasets
from a variety of sources to determine the key business insights
that can be exploited to support better decision making [46].
The main function of analytical methods is to detect patterns
and trends from a large volume of data to gain its value and
interactions [47]. The main stages of the big data analytics
process are data acquisition, data extraction, data collation,
data structuring, data visualization, and data interpretation.
Additionally, the main methods have been described in the
following terms: Descriptive, diagnostic, discovery, predictive,
and prescriptive.
VII. HOW BUSINESS INTELLIGENT AND DATA ANALYTICS AS A
DRIVER OF DYNAMIC CAPABILITY STRATEGY
To answer the research question “Does the Business
Intelligent and Data Analytics (BIDA) aspect help to achieve
the Dynamic Capability (DC) concept” from the literature
review we need to summarize the main assets of the DC and
BIDA to see if there are relationships, and to understand how
we can connect them.
A. Dynamic Capability:
1)
Sensing and Explore Changes:
In 2008, Teece explained that the aspect of DC that he
inspected explored the surrounding changes that
subsequently generate changes in business firms including
the ability to shape environments and improve capabilities.
As a result, executives can shape outcomes without being
trapped by prior decisions and investments that help the
business enterprise to escape the zero-profit trap [48].
Therefore, the needs of some processes and analytical

systems in this element will help them to understand
opportunities and calibrate opportunities.
2) Seizing Opportunities:
The business model, decision making, enterprise
structures, and so on are the incentives for seizing
opportunities. The DC approach is a value added to
resource selection through strategic resource deployment
[49]. One way to seize opportunities and threats is by
configuring both tangible and intangible assets that help to
overcome the business challenges. Therefore, the capability
of companies to seize opportunities and threats will depend
on skills and experiences that they have.
3) Managing Reconfiguration and Transformation:
Due to the difficulty of accumulation and multiple
uses of both inputs and outputs of business activities, the
intangible assets are counted as a critical to and a real
source for competitive strength [50]. Therefore,
reconfiguring the intangible asset of business enterprise,
which is mainly knowledge management, is the critical
point of top management. In the 1990s, knowledge
management was established. It was focused on the nature
of knowledge [51], and it was examined from a capability
perspective [52]. Then around 2000, it was switched to
contextual sensitivity [53] and knowledge-based systems
[54], and some authors inspected the concept regarding
strategy [55] as well as organization point of view [56].
B. Business Intelligence and Data Analytics:
1) Knowledge Discovery:
Knowledge has received increased awareness as the
essential element to explain differences in companies’
performance. We hope that the BI&A knowledge landscape
will help to contribute to future sources of knowledge. The
authors of the article “Challenges of Big Data Analysis”
emphasized that Business Intelligence brings a declaration
or assurance to the new levels of scientific discovery and
economic value for the business and organizations [46].
Data analytics can be applied to discover hidden patterns
within databases. Fraud detection, customer profiling, and
targeted advertising are examples of where knowledge
discovery takes place.
2) Decision Support:
Since BIDA is a fact-based system, the information
and data can be explored, accessed, and analyzed to
produce more tangible and useful information. This leads to
improvements in the facts, which helps decision makers
make decisions more effectively and faster. Recently, a
study found that relying on Big Data Analytics when
making strategic or operational decisions leads to superior

performance [57]. Regarding decision-support, the BIDA
has emerged as a supereminent solution since it is offering
data integration and analytical capabilities at various
organizational levels with valuable insights for their
decision-making [58]. To conclude, the essential goal of
BIDA is to help managers transform data into information
and knowledge, which helps to support management
control and strategic, planning activities, and decision
making.
3) Predicting Changes and Risks:
It is important to analyze the impact of changes that
help to predict alternative scenarios to establish and achieve
business goals. One of the benefits of BIDA is predicting
changes, thus the prediction of the future [40] [59]. For
example, when applying one of the data mining techniques
to historical data, this technique can identify a certain trend
that is frequently occurring and gives an indication of
certain changes that can happen in later years. At the same
time at the systemic level modeling, it is important to
monitor and mitigate risks by fully comprehending the risk
scenario in the sound business. Analyzing the big data will
help to measure firms’ risks. This step requires professional
resources who are familiar with advanced statistical
techniques regarding portfolio management, securities
regulation, proprietary trading, financial consulting, and
risk management [46]. BIDA can be applied to scenarios
and processes in order to describe the concepts of
systematic risk analysis to improve the management
controls based on a causal analysis of business exceptions
[60]. Reducing risks in business by using the predicted
information in business processes can help to evaluate and
re-design the existing controls for the improvement of
management.
VIII. DISCUSSION AND FRAMEWORK
It seems that the advantages of BIDA are related to the
needs of the DC approach. In the regulatory environment in
which the company competes with other businesses, the BIDA
increases the capabilities of the firm, which makes it easy to
implement the DC approach. In addition, it is clear that if we
do not have the ability to interpret and utilize BIDA approach,
it will be a complicated problem to use the DC approach since
the BIDA is used to understand the capabilities available in
the companies. From the literature, we can summarize the
relationship between the DC and BIDA in an initial
framework. We have created three wheels in the framework
that present the DC elements, which are driven by BIDA that
are displayed as arrows. Figure 1 shows the framework, which

includes the main components for both approaches and how
they are operated.
The first part of the framework connects sensing and
exploring changes with predicting changes and risks.
Basically, one of the primary objectives of BIDA is the ability
to predict environmental changes including markets and
technologies. The concept is precisely what the first element
in the DC is. This means that in order to drive the first wheel
of the DC approach, which is sensing and exploring changes,
companies have to have a valuable system and tools for
predicting the changes. If they do not have the ability to
predict the surrounding environment, competitors might take
some steps forward. Additionally, companies should adopt the
data-driven approach to conduct more services such as
scanning and searching for various alternatives to new
technology, to reduce risks, and improve performance.
The second part of the framework bridges
seizingopportunities with decision support. The literature
emphasizes the significant impact of the information provided
to the decision-making system, especially in highly
competitive environments. The BIDA feeds managers with the
information to make better decisions. These decisions help
companies to shape opportunities and address threats. Firms
want such information and knowledge to contribute to their
success, and it must be used within business processes to
improve decision-making. This provides the decision maker
with the ability to manage the assets and quickly respond to
opportunities. Additionally, the advantage of analyzing data is
not just in quick decision making, but includes sensing and
seizing threats in order to combine and reconfigure the assets
to meet the changes in customer needs, and to sustain
competitive advantage.
The last part of the framework relates to managing the
reconfiguration and transformation of knowledge discovery.
With the explosive growth of data, companies need to convert
previously unknown and un-processable information into
useful knowledge. This process is known as knowledge
discovery, which is one of the features of BIDA. Companies
can use these pieces of knowledge to enhance, combine, and
reconfigure their organizational assets. DC with
transformation and reconfiguration enable firms to create new
products. new processes, and respond to changing market
conditions. Additionally, companies need to implement
activates that help companies continuously reconfigure their
resource-base by adjusting internal/external resources and
operating capabilities as required. These reconfigurations can
also benefit from having a significant knowledge discovery
system through the BIDA.

By fusing the main elements of DC and BIDA in our
initial framework, we can see that by giving useful business
intelligence tools to predict the changes and risks around the
business that companies can quickly sense and explore the
changes in the uncertain environment and help the company to
be more flexible. Once the most critical wheel is turned,
companies can use the information that BIDA provides to be
able to measure opportunities and threats with better decision
support. Finally, with these actions, knowledge will
undoubtedly be discovered that leads to efficiently managing
the required transformation and reconfiguration of the assets.
The final mechanism of this framework leads to efficiently
implementing the DC approach.

validate the framework, which provides an opportunity for
future work to enhance the initial framework, and find the
value of each element and how they work. This next work
needs some practical cases.
X. CONCLUSION
We don't claim to exaggerate the importance and benefits
of BIDA, but we try to fit DC for the real world. In conclusion,
in order to achieve DC, firms should focus on the essential
elements. These are: Sensing, which means the ability of the
company to identify and assess the internal and external
opportunities; seizing, which captures value from the
motivation of the resources around the opportunities; and.
transforming and reconfiguring, which is the ability to make a
thorough or dramatic change in the organization. In the same
way, BIDA helps firms with knowledge discovery, decision
support, and helps to predict changes and risks. Therefore, it is
better for the businesses that need to apply the DC strategy to
focus on adapting the concept of Big Data, and to start thinking
about adding analytics components. The initially suggested
framework explains the nature of the relationship, and it
highlights the robust correlation between the BIDA and DC,
and how the essential elements of DC are driven by central
characteristics of BIDA. From another perspective, the findings
are substantial for both industry and academia, and they give a
more precise picture for the managers and researchers of where
they need to focus. The objective of this paper is to explain
how firms create value through the two approaches. Finally, to
embed the DC strategy organizations have to be smart and
taking advantage of using BIDA to derive insights.

IX. LIMITATION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This paper presents findings of a systematic review of the
two vital concepts Dynamic Capability (DC) and Business
Intelligent and Data Analytics (BIDA). However, we need to
acknowledge some of the limitations in this paper. First, we
did not use actual data, interviews, or a case study to build a
framework. In order to provide more details of how we can
use BIDA to support the DC it would be beneficial to focus on
a specific industry. For instance, another article provides a
framework that has an appropriate basis for internal corporate
strategy discussions within Big Data investments. The authors
offered guidance on how to make companies derive their
capabilities from data strategy aspirations in order to be on the
right track and stay ahead of the curve on innovation,
competition, and productivity [61]. Second, we do not go
deeply into evaluating the effectiveness of BIDA, and which
data analytics are useful to help with the reconfiguration and
translation of the resources. Nor did we go deeply into the
application and the tools of the BIDA. Finally, we need to
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